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Universities are one of the most important places of training high quality talents. 
Since 1980s all kind of universities, especially some research universities have 
explored positively how to train the innovative talents，and have obtained some 
experiences, but they haven’t made the unprecedented progress，and either don’t form 
the effective raising model generally.  
This thesis starts at clarifying the concept of Innovative Talents, with empirical 
research of domestic actual conditions as archor point, and analyses three research 
universities in America, Germany, and Singapore, in order to find out their 
experiences and advantages which China can use as reference.  
This thesis consists of six parts. Chapter one introduces the significance of this 
topic, literature review and definitions of related concepts. Chapter two makes clear 
some important concepts. We added the empirical research to find out China’s 
problems. Chapter three to five try to analyse the characteristics of three universities, 
and meanwhile it was analysed rationally by four dimensions. Finally, the paper 
points out the problems of our universities, and provide some suggestions, such as 
setting up the innovative educational thought, strengthen the financial support and 
teacher ensurance, and so on.  
There are two main innovative points. On one hand, the paper divides talents 
training model to four parts: training idea, training objective, training process and 
training environment and makes some researches in three universities. On the other 
hand, it bases the domestic real situation, which remedies the regrets of not going 
abroad. 
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